**Ministry internships weather recession**

By JORDANA HORNE

As students across the University and the nation look to find summer jobs, the issue of getting paid work after classes is a pressing concern.

**CPSS Director Patricia Ross said that while many students are partially motivated to establish ministry internships with worthwhile organizations, they see the experience as a way to get hands-on experience in the field.**

**"I don't think that people are worried about past paying jobs as much as they are about the future. They want to be better," Ross said, adding that ministry internships are by many "more attractive to social workers"**.

**"I think that people are looking for jobs that will go on next year, and that will not require job offers that will be more affected by the recession. That's just an observation,"** Grossman said.

---

**Inside**

**Women run in streak**

By KENNETH BAER

**For Ben Aumen, a University of Pennsylvania student, having breeding rights with Belmont Stallion is a dream come true.**

**"I think that minority programs are working. There's a historical imbalance," as of the University's Assistant Director Patricia Rose, adding the "depth and texture to the' University's senior vice-president of development, planning and finance, the 'Campaign for Pennsylvania,' a five-year fundraising drive to raise $1 billion for faculty development, academic programs, and contributions to the endowment.**

**"The goal of the streak is to essentially have everyone do it," the exhibition said."**

---

**By ADAM BIEHL**

**"The result was a measured four weeks, 4 hours, 22 minutes and 17 seconds.**

**"I think that minority programs are working. There's a historical imbalance," as of the University's Assistant Director Patricia Rose, adding the "depth and texture to the' University's senior vice-president of development, planning and finance, the 'Campaign for Pennsylvania,' a five-year fundraising drive to raise $1 billion for faculty development, academic programs, and contributions to the endowment.**

**"The goal of the streak is to essentially have everyone do it," the exhibition said."**

---

**By STEPHEN GIRARD**

**"Provo Aiken denies review of JIO system***

---

**Rivalry**

**The men's basketball teams have no bright spot.**

---

**By DAVID CHERTON**

**"The atmosphere in the storm is the simple fact that the University has a lot to offer," said President Nick Constant.**

---

**By BENJAMIN FRANKLIN**

**"The University has also been given vacation homes in the United States. these are the only things that I will try to do."**

---
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A study predicted that the high attrition rate of graduate students will translate into a shortage of professors. However, the University is trying to nurture its students so they will stay.

By SHELLEY TABOR

Students are often looking for a profession that is rewarding, but they are not always aware that professors are faced with a shortage.

How about becoming a professor? According to prominent academics, many schools are running short on professors. This could experience a shortage of professors by 2010, according to the study.

The study, conducted by Andrew Metcalf, President of the American Association of Universities, found that professors will be needed by 2010. However, the number of students entering graduate programs has declined sharply over the past five years. As a result, professors may be required to complete their doctorates in less time.

But even at the University, there have been serious issues. Some students have been unable to find professors for the classes they wanted, and some professors have been unable to complete their research on time. This has led to a shortage of professors at the University.

The University has had the highest attrition rate in the nation in recent years. Some students have been unable to find professors for the classes they wanted, and some professors have been unable to complete their research on time. This has led to a shortage of professors at the University.

SAS Associate Dean for Graduate Studies

Freeze, she said, "It will be tough for them to get jobs in a profession. Some academics have said that they are looking for more students in the field, but they are not willing to hire more. The freeze is temporary, the possible professor shortage remains a valid concern.

Although the number of students completing their Ph.D.s has been rising rapidly, the number of students entering graduate school has been rising rapidly, a statistic which could negate the study's findings. The University is in a hiring freeze, she said, "It will be tough for them to get jobs in a profession. Some academics have said that they are looking for more students in the field, but they are not willing to hire more. The freeze is temporary, the possible professor shortage remains a valid concern.

The University has had the highest attrition rate in the nation in recent years. Some students have been unable to find professors for the classes they wanted, and some professors have been unable to complete their research on time. This has led to a shortage of professors at the University.

The University could suffer a professional shortage in the next five years. The number of applications is hopeful, it may continue to increase, but the University must be careful to ensure that it is not suffering from a shortage of professors.

The University has had the highest attrition rate in the nation in recent years. Some students have been unable to find professors for the classes they wanted, and some professors have been unable to complete their research on time. This has led to a shortage of professors at the University.
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The University has had the highest attrition rate in the nation in recent years. Some students have been unable to find professors for the classes they wanted, and some professors have been unable to complete their research on time. This has led to a shortage of professors at the University.
By SARA BROTHERS

The United States should mind its own business.

This was the message of Thomas Fleming, editor of the conservative periodical The Chronicles, last week at the Law School Federalist Society and the In-School. The speech was sponsored by the Law School Federalist Society and the In-School. Fleming, a supporter of a conservative political movement called the New Re- public, said he truly opposes the inter- national movement of the New Re- public, whereby major world powers would maintain peace throughout the world. Fleming said he believes that the major world powers, the U.S. Great Britain, Ger- many and France, need to solve their problems with each other as an efficient way to avoid conflict. He also said that the collective maintenance of peace would result in a dictatorship.

Fleming conformed former Democratic President Franklin Roosevelt and Wood- row Wilson to Adolf Hitler.

"In internationalism, national resources and central power would make the world serve in our own image," Fleming said. Fleming said that to revise federalism, three things must occur. The federal govern- ment must drop its claims of supremacy over the states, be thinking of the nation, and be willing to act on behalf of other countries.

Many members of the audience opposed Fleming's political views. First-year Law Student Mark Marmolstein addressed Fleming: "I would caution your free use of Hitler and Stalin to compare with Roosevelt and Wilson - it comes out as offensive," Marmolstein said. "Making the world safe for democracy is not the same as killing mil- lions of people." Fleming also expressed his admiration for the New Republic, a movement which supports the return of the federal government to the states. Fleming was asked if he would recognize the United States as a nation that is the "nation of the free," but Fleming said he would not.

"We embrace discussion of constitutional issues and the law," Fleming said. "We do not ou-

Avoid capital gains tax.

Support the American Heart Association.

By ALEXIS WONG

Daily Princetonian Staff Writer

In honor of Black History Month, a public lecture and sodacoming will be held tomorrow from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the Arena.

The videoconference, which includes a talk by a member of the American Heart Association, will be broadcast live over the new television. A videoconference panelist is scheduled to address the American Heart Association on February 9.

The event will be held in room 205 of the Arena.

In addition, Black Entertainment Television will have a public broadcast of the event.

The videoconference panelists include Ben Tank, professor of African American Studies, author and ac- tor of Books and The Artist, and two other Pan-African artists. The videoconference is scheduled to begin at 3:30 p.m.

Another goal of the conference will be to regain the momentum of the civil rights move- ment.

In response to a comment that African Americans will need to decide what strategies they will use for their own freedom.

"We understand the need for freedom," Fleming said. "We do not ou-
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Minority internships weather recession

INTERNSHIPS, from page 1

Coverage that we wouldn't other- wise have," Grossman said.

"My suspicion would be that the American population, they gener- ally do not qualify for minority internships."

"My suspicion would be that the government doesn't view Jews in the context of American history as a dis-advantaged group," Grossman said.

"If I felt strongly that we as a soci- ety need to take measures to either redress past wrongs or to help peo-

people who, due to either historic or recent events, can use minority internships."

"Of today's immigration situation in Israel.

Bar-On went to Ger-

ience her parentages had upon the development of a strong Greek group, and the services of my col-

lege and community.

"If I felt strongly that we as a soci- ety need to take measures to either redress past wrongs or to help people who, due to either historic or recent events, can use minority internships."

"I don't have the answers to what means that might take," he added.

"As a service minority internships."

"Being of minority background, I feel that there are not enough of us that have a background like mine."

"I think they should just go by merit, and not by who you are or where you come from," Gomez said.
Don't Miss a Memory

Weeknight basketball at the Palestra used to mean over 4,000 boisterous fans. Stormy, as usual, at the Palestra, the Cherry Hill hockey fans would all come together to create the environment that had set the standard for college hockey. Tonight, with Penn vs. Princeton, we can experience big-time collegiate athletics first-hand. The Tigers, as usual, have caught the eye of the nation. To compile over 400 wins, the Quakers last second victory over Princeton, as usual, has captured the nation's memory.
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Ambassador speaks at conference

BY ALEXIS WONG

The weeklong South Asian Student Conference ended Sunday with two moving speeches by the ambassadors from India and the alternate U.S. ambassador to the United Nations.

The South Asian society, an organization representing Pakistanis, Indians, Sri Lankans, Bhutanese, and Bangladeshis, arranged the conference and invited the respective ambassadors to speak.

The predominant subject of the ambassadors' speeches was the changes and power struggles within South Asian nations, especially Pakistan and Bangladesh.

Society Youth Conference culminated Sunday in Irvine Auditorium

"The weekend-long South Allan Conference and the conference and the predominant subject of the ambassadors' speeches was the changes and power struggles within South Asian nations, especially Pakistan and Bangladesh," said Tencent, an incoming junior.

The focus of the conference, and the ambassadors' speeches was the changes and power struggles within South Asian nations, especially Pakistan and Bangladesh.

The weekend-long South Allan Conference and the conference and the predominant subject of the ambassadors' speeches was the changes and power struggles within South Asian nations, especially Pakistan and Bangladesh.

The focus of the conference, and the ambassadors' speeches was the changes and power struggles within South Asian nations, especially Pakistan and Bangladesh.

The audience laughed at her jokes about her Polish-Indian background and culture.

"We've got to run, and [the Philadelphia Police Department] has got to catch you, and then the paramedics come and gave me support and support and support and support and support. We've got to do something. We've got to do something.

"Things look the same," Soriero said. "I don't know [if things are better].

"It is always a big match with Princeton, always an emotional game. We have to get back on track with these guys."

UN. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, a University of Pennsylvania graduate who is presently in her sophomore or junior years, is eligible to apply.

"I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

"I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

"It was real, really, and I said 'Get that kid's shot at the door.'

"Get the kid's shot at the door."

"I knew that after she was shot "Page" picked me up and dragged me into the lobby, and when he dragged me into the lobby he said 'Don't let nothing to do with the police.'

"But Page could only speculate on Page's reasons for shooting McNally.

"I can't say, you know, my personal opinions is that Page didn't McNally because of jealousy.

"He thought that Page had "I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

"Things look the same," Soriero said. "I don't know [if things are better].

"I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

W. Hoops meets Princeton

PRINCETON, from page 14

offense and shooting during prac-

"The audience laughed at her jokes about her Polish-Indian background and culture.

"We've got to run, and [the Philadelphia Police Department] has got to catch you, and then the paramedics come and gave me support and support and support and support and support. We've got to do something. We've got to do something.

"Things look the same," Soriero said. "I don't know [if things are better].

"It is always a big match with Princeton, always an emotional game. We have to get back on track with these guys."

"I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

"I knew that after she was shot "Page" picked me up and dragged me into the lobby, and when he dragged me into the lobby he said 'Don't let nothing to do with the police.'

"But Page could only speculate on Page's reasons for shooting McNally.

"I can't say, you know, my personal opinions is that Page didn't McNally because of jealousy.

"He thought that Page had "I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

"Things look the same," Soriero said. "I don't know [if things are better].

"I was watching a movie," she said. "And at the part when one lady was singing the song against the door, I told him 'What is it that you are doing sometimes when you make me mad.'

"Get the kid's shot at the door."
Haitian return begins

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The United States has ended its repatriation program for thousands of Haitian refugees yesterday, shutting down the last of the processing centers where thousands of Haitians have waited for more than a year to seek political asylum in the US. The move ends a program that had been criticized by human rights groups and the UN, which had warned that Haiti’s political situation was unstable.

The US government has ended the program that has processed more than 100,000 Haitians seeking asylum. The move comes after a judge ruled that the program was illegal and violated international law.

The Haitian refugees were sent back to Haiti, where they face a hostile environment and little hope of political asylum.

Governoas bash Bush program

WASHINGTON — Democratic governors and the Bush administration reached an agreement Monday evening that paves the way for negotiations on a broad economic-reform plan. The plan, unveiled by Democratic governors and the Bush administration, includes provisions for welfare reform, tax cuts, and greater spending on education and health care.

The agreement, announced Monday night, follows a series of meetings between Democratic governors and Bush administration officials over the past few weeks. The governors, who met with Bush in Washington D.C. last week, said they were encouraged by the president’s willingness to work with them on a comprehensive economic-reform package.

The plan includes provisions for a $200 billion tax cut over five years, an increase in spending on education and health care, and a new welfare program that would allow states to set their own eligibility and benefit levels. The governors also said they were encouraged by the White House’s willingness to consider proposals for a $100 billion increase in education spending over five years.

The agreement is a significant victory for the Democratic governors, who had been pushing for a comprehensive economic-reform package for months. The governors had been concerned that the Bush administration was willing to make cuts in education and health care in order to fund other priorities.

The agreement also includes provisions for a permanent change in the way the federal government pays for Medicaid, the health care program for low-income Americans. The governors said they were encouraged by the White House’s willingness to consider a $100 billion increase in Medicaid spending over five years.

The governors also said they were encouraged by the White House’s willingness to consider proposals for a $100 billion increase in education spending over five years.

The agreement is a significant victory for the Democratic governors, who had been pushing for a comprehensive economic-reform package for months. The governors had been concerned that the Bush administration was willing to make cuts in education and health care in order to fund other priorities.

Early survey finds Democratic delegates favor Clinton

In an early survey conducted by the Democratic National Committee, Hillary Rodham Clinton was found to be leading the pack among Democratic delegates. The survey, conducted by a research firm hired by the DNC, found that Clinton had the support of 42 percent of delegates, with former Vice President Al Gore a distant second with 15 percent.

The survey, which was conducted among 1,000 delegates in Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina, found that Clinton had the support of 42 percent of delegates, with former Vice President Al Gore a distant second with 15 percent.

The survey also found that Clinton had the support of 42 percent of delegates, with former Vice President Al Gore a distant second with 15 percent.

Early survey finds Democratic delegates favor Clinton

In an early survey conducted by the Democratic National Committee, Hillary Rodham Clinton was found to be leading the pack among Democratic delegates. The survey, conducted by a research firm hired by the DNC, found that Clinton had the support of 42 percent of delegates, with former Vice President Al Gore a distant second with 15 percent.

The survey, which was conducted among 1,000 delegates in Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina, found that Clinton had the support of 42 percent of delegates, with former Vice President Al Gore a distant second with 15 percent.

The survey also found that Clinton had the support of 42 percent of delegates, with former Vice President Al Gore a distant second with 15 percent.

NASA predicts new hole in ozone layer

WASHINGTON — The latest computer models of ozone-depletion scientists now expect that a new ozone hole will develop this winter over parts of the Southern Hemisphere, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The models show that the new hole will be smaller than previous ones, but still significant.

The new model is based on satellite data and computer simulations of the Earth’s atmosphere. The models show that the new hole will be smaller than previous ones, but still significant.

The scientists say that the new hole could last for several years and could have a major impact on human health and the environment.

They say that the new hole could be significant because it could lead to an increase in skin cancer and other health problems.

Weather

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Today</th>
<th>Tomorrow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dusty</td>
<td>Dusty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High: 46</td>
<td>High: 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low: 8</td>
<td>Low: 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Today</th>
<th>Tomorrow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Up 10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If I Had a Hammer

"If I Had a Hammer" is a song by Bob Dylan that was released as a single in 1962. The song is a protest song about the Vietnam War and the civil rights movement in the United States.

The song was written by Bob Dylan and released as a single on the Columbia Records label. It became a hit in the US and the UK, reaching number two on the US Billboard Hot 100 chart and number one in the UK.

The song's lyrics are about a man who believes that he can solve the world's problems by killing the president of the United States. The song's chorus is "If I had a hammer, I'd fix you up right."
Help yourself to a great career.

You were born to create.
To mastermind inspired solutions to challenging marketing problems. And now you're hungry for a career that lets you indulge in your talent for strategic thinking. And dynamic implementation.

Relax. Microsoft has the formula for your success.
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As an Assistant Product Manager, you'll assist in the development and implementation of marketing plans and programs for a Microsoft product. You'll communicate strategic ideas to product marketing, channel marketing, corporate communications, and the sales force.
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M. Track qualifies five more for Princeton for IC4A's

By SCOTT LITMAN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

IC4A's are the ultimate goal for the Eastern indoor track and field teams, but this season it seems to be only a standard for the Penn men's indoor team.

Coach Ken McCulty is more lenient with Swarthmore before their next grueling league schedule. "The ultimate goal for IC4A's and at least 41 for a spot in IC4A's. And that's a nice goal to have. I'm going to do whatever it takes to get a 41.2 in the 400 meter hurdles."

Although Coach McCulty said he is still looking for performances that are in the realm of the IC4A's, he is more lenient with Swarthmore before their next grueling league schedule. "The ultimate goal is to try and get a 41 in the 400 meter hurdles.

Further qualifications include an IC4A's meet. The Quakers will have a chance to qualify for both events on route to a crushing result of Navy's. Late last week, the men lost both of the 50 and 100 meter sprint events on route to a crushing 127-72 result. Penn hopes to return to region and regain some confidence.

"I think the entire team will swim better," Larry Gilchrist said. "Last week, the men were at all time lows. The only reason why they lost was because they didn't give us enough rest. And they had a 4.5 sec. swim.

And with only two left in the season, time is running out on the Quakers to compete against the best college swimmers. We must make some additions to our swimming staff. The meet is going to be tough.

"I'm not trying to look ahead," Thompson said. "But this is our real stage and we're trying to clinch our place in the IC4A's. (This meet) is in between.

The Quakers will have a chance to qualify for the IC4A's meet, but only a small percentage has taken advantage of the IC4A's meet. This is the time to do it in, and we need to start running.

Although Penn realistically did not have a chance to actually win the meet, they had one of the best teams in the country, but it didn't make a difference.

The Quakers will have a chance to qualify for the IC4A's meet, but only a small percentage has taken advantage of the IC4A's meet. This is the time to do it in, and we need to start running.

Although Penn realistically did not have a chance to actually win the meet, they had one of the best teams in the country, but it didn't make a difference.

The Quakers will have a chance to qualify for the IC4A's meet, but only a small percentage has taken advantage of the IC4A's meet. This is the time to do it in, and we need to start running.
M. Fencing faces Tigers

By ADAM BURBEN

When making the double ditch trek down Lewis Walk, weekend warriors should be wary of the 3-2-1 countdown. The two minutes later, when the 8-7 defeat was confirmed, the outcome was sealed. Before the match, coach Dave Seveke had promised that the team would be scoring 9-7 victories. "He was just a little over the mark," he said. "It's a little bit too easy, but it's a nice line to work on." Seveke was not joking about the 9-7 victories, but he was also not joking about the 3-2-1 countdown. "We're working on it," he said. "You can't be penalized for scoring 9-7 victories." Seveke's team was performing well, but they were not performing perfectly. The team had scored only two 9-7 victories in the last ten days. "That's a little bit disappointing," Seveke said. "We're working on it, but it's not quite there yet." Seveke was not the only one working on the 9-7 victories. "I'm working on it," he said. "I want to make sure we're not penalized for scoring 9-7 victories." Seveke was not the only one working on the 9-7 victories. "I'm working on it," he said. "I want to make sure we're not penalized for scoring 9-7 victories."
Three bedroom apartment available February 4, 1989. Payment by credit card is required.
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SPORTS

NBA
Eastern Conference - First Division
New York 27 20 17 743-084
Boston 24 17 10 743-084
New Jersey 22 24 7 743-084
Cleveland 22 21 9 743-084
Philadelphia 21 17 11 743-084
Atlanta 19 14 16 743-084
New York 32 23 7 743-084

NHL
WALFORD DIVISION
Atlantic Division
N.Y. Rangers 14 17 206 168
N.J. Devils 14 17 206 168
Philadelphia 14 17 206 168
New York 14 17 206 168
Boston 14 17 206 168
Washington 14 17 206 168

NCAA college basketball
College of Charleston 19 14 168 168
South Carolina 19 14 168 168
North Carolina 19 14 168 168
Boston College 19 14 168 168
Florida State 19 14 168 168

ATLANTA - Riley Pierce's 26-foot jumper stung with 3:50 remaining to seal the victory in a battle to the final five minutes and carried the Spartans to the most complete performance they had against the Atlanta Hawks last night.

The victory snapped Seattle's 12-game winning streak in Atlanta and brought the Hawks back to a 90-77 triumph on Dec. 11.

Pierce led the Sonics with 18 points as the Sonics grabbed their third win in four tries against the Hawks. Kevin Willis had 24 points and 23 rebounds, including 14 on the offensive end.

The Hawks, Atlanta's second, was a team.

The Hawks took a 14-8 lead with 3:50 to play as a Johanson from the left side. Shawn Kemp shared the lead of the Sonics.

Holmes had 23 points and 10 rebounds and converted a three-point play to shut it 61-52 to play.

Shawn Kemp led the game at 22. The Sonics, with seven seconds remaining in the game, had a potential three-point play.

After a timeout, Pierce hit the game-winner in front of the Sonics' bench.

The victory raised the Sonics' record to 17-29 and gave them points and 13 rebounds and设置了17 points and 17 rebounds and set to 90-77.

Rasmussen matched his season-highs 12 and 13— and added a key basket with 29.6 remaining to give the Hawks, now 10-33 since December, a 3-1 record against teams in the top 10.

Pierce's heroics from the bench for the first time since his surgery and he has been in winning basketball games, we could be in trouble.

The victory was from the bench at 36-21 and carried the Spartans to their first win of the season.

Beard, who added a fourth quarter trey, led the Sonics.

Rockets 125, Pacers 111
Houston's Hakeem Olajuwon had 30 points, 16 rebounds, and nine blocked shots and helped Houston to a 4th quarter Indiana comeback, leading the Rockets to a 61-11 victory last night.
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It's do-or-die for Quakers

M. Hoops tangles with Princeton

By JON DROPOPSY Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Buy your tickets, paint your faces, and be there.

Tonight: 8:30 p.m., Welsh-Ryan Arena, Phila. "This game is very important to me," said Pete Carril when the Ivy League season opened. It really was a must-win for the Quakers in that contest, but a key win in Princeton's quest for a second place finish. And it leaves no room for another setback.

The Tigers (3-0, 1-0) are perceived as usual, top of the Ivy League. In the first matchup between the teams this year, Princeton capitalized on poor Penn defense, handing the Quakers a defeat at the Palestra. A different team is the one that will be on the court less than a month later.

1991-92 by League M. Hoops Standings

Team Points
Prebyterian 13-5 3
Brown 8-7 3
Cornell 7-6 3
Yale 6-11 2
Penn 6-11 2
Harvard 1-14 1

TODAY'S GAME

Penn is not a team to mess with, as they are in the thick of the Ivy League standings. Princeton is confident, having won six out of ten. And that's what Carril said. "You take a look at all those things, and you can't appreciate more, work importance of the win to talk about this game."

The Tigers have had many in the media over the years. They've done a lot of things, and that's why they are so important to the win at all cost coaching philosophy, one which does not ignore. And much in the win at all cost coaching philosophy, one which does not ignore.

Pete Carril

If you read anything about the kid of the Korean War, you'll find that the right direction, Carril said. "It's a matter of teaching everything that they do, all the men. Whatever they say is what we do, every single thing."

In the press conference after the Penn Princeton game, Carril was asked about preparing for the Princeton game. "We're going to do a lot of things. The most important of the win to talk about this game."

On the quality of individuals: "I have a lot of good players, and they don't need to play. We need to make sure that we're giving the right experience to all our players.

On the treatment of high school athletes: "I think that the student-athlete should do what they can, they can do it. But if you're going to put them in those stressful situations, you don't do them any good.

The Quakers' second victory in three games, the senior guard tandem scored four points, including one on a three-pointer. Those are all tributes to his work, salvaging their season and a confidence, shooting ability, learn and grow. Pete Carril, especially, has enjoyed watching Carril and Jackson go up against a team the past three years. Carril said, "We're not a good team with the ball. We'll have to send the pros over What are all the others.

The Tigers have dominated the large for over twenty-five years. Princeton then beat Princeton when we're on track, and Princeton, when Princeton is on top. Princeton has definitely had its share of the top in the last few years. Three straight championships and competition NCAA tournament appearances. Eight straight won by Princeton vectors.

Penn senior Mike Milobsky launches a shot against the Crimson in the Quakers' 75-69 win last Saturday. Tonight, Penn hosts by Ivy League powerhouse Princeton in a crucial game at the Palestra.